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One of the most distinctive and influential designers of the second half of the twentieth century,
Yves Saint Laurent takes his place in the pantheon of French couturiers, alongside Coco
Chanel, Christian Dior, and Jeanne Lanvin. Yves Saint Laurent, the first comprehensive
retrospective of his life’s work, will accompany an exhibition of some 250 garments from the
collection of the Fondation Pierre Bergé–Yves Saint Laurent at the Petit Palais in Paris. From his
early days working under Dior and heading the House of Dior after his mentor’s death, to the
opening of his first prêt a porter shop on the Rive Gauche and the debut of the Le Smoking
tuxedo, to the muses he adored, Loulou de la Falaise and Catherine Deneuve among them, this
volume reveals the breadth and scope of the designer’s entire career. With a preface by Pierre
Bergé, author Faride Chenoune explores the sources of inspiration that drove Saint Laurent’s
continuous innovation, drawing upon painting, sculpture, theater, opera, literature, and cinema.

From BooklistThis luxurious volume, published to accompany the current retrospective of Yves
Saint Laurent’s work at Paris’s Petit Palais, beautifully compiles the fashion designer’s
professional craft and personal history. Bearer of the iconic initials YSL, the Algerian-born
wunderkind entered into the fashion world as an art director for Christian Dior destined for
industry success. The book, formatted partially as a time line, narrates Laurent’s life against the
broader backdrop of French social and cultural life. Close friends and colleagues adorn this
story with personal accounts of a troubled life lived in the spotlight that was not without its share
of intrigue (addictions, failed collections). Those interested in fashion for fashion’s sake will enjoy
the many brilliant, high-quality photographs and descriptions of every collection YSL created.
Full-page profiles of Laurent’s most revolutionary styles, such as his women’s tuxedo and safari
jacket, demonstrate the designer’s significant contribution to fashion history. At its core, this
book is a thorough depiction of a man and his craft. --Annie BostromAbout the AuthorFarid
Chenoune is a fashion historian and author of several books, including A History of Men's
Fashion and Beneath It All: A Century of French Lingerie, as well as a contributor to French
Vogue. He lives in Paris.Florence Müller has written many books and catalogues and organized
several exhibitions on fashion history and the phenomenon of contemporary fashion. She
teaches these subjects at the Institut français de la Mode. She worked as UFAC Director and
Curator at the Musée des Arts de la Mode, Paris. Among other titles, she has published
Costume Jewelry for Haute Couture and Art & Fashion. 
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Ebook Library Reader, “Love love this book. Inside out. No complaints  go get 1”

Jeff, “great time capsule. great glimpse into the past. if you are a fashion photographer or a
designer get it. if not...it might be a little to specific for the casual reader. it for sure is the only
book of its kind ive seen...the details of each part of this collection is shown from the original
sketches along with swatches and patterns. opening this book is like stepping back into time.
1971 that is. i like it : )”

Stefana M., “loved this!!!. The book is a little smaller than I thought but still a cute decor piece
nonetheless. I thought it was super informational as well! I loved the images and am not sure
why people were complaining. I mean it may not be the best or most thorough per say but still
pretty good if you loved this period of time in fashion. Also am OBSESSED with the quote on the
back: "What do I want to do? Shock people. Make them stop and think."”

Lalanis, “Coffee table book decor. I loved the front cover and how the book itself is black. The
content is not as great but perfect for coffee book decor. It’s a así good size”

Carlos David Pozo Correa, “Coffee table book. Is great.. the color is beautiful, looks expensive,
perfect for coffee tables”

Katia Artze, “Cool but a Small. I liked the cover but didn’t realize how small the book would be.”

HADI MUTAIRI, “Don’t miss it. Beautiful book.”

Marcolorenzo, “Chatty text + exhibition catalogue thumbnail photos. The text is very chatty,
amounting to in large part dialogues of friends, journalists, or interviews with the designer or
others. This is interspersed with full and half page photos of some clothes, Yves working in his
studio, croqui sketches, holiday photos and other photos of lesser importance etc. The last
pages of the book contain the exhibition catalogue of the exhibition held at the Petit Palace Paris
in 2010. The catalogue photos are double thumbnail size. Not as serious a work as I would have
wanted. For a more serious look and catalogue of Yves' work see the catalogue of the
Metropolitan Museum Design Institute held in New York in 1983-84:
  
Yves Saint Laurent - Catalog of the Exhibition Held At the Costume Institute of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, Dec. 14, 1983-Sept. 2, 1984”

Rob, “Beautiful YSL retrospective. Beautiful retrospective coffee table book of a fashion design
legend”



Peter Wenban, “A fine memorial to the man. My wife and I visited this exhibition in Paris which
was one of the finest we have ever scene in its curating and presentation as it followed the
evolution of his life and designs. This book is a worthy record for those not able to see the show.”

Jmm, “A must if you love designers. Fantastic coffee table book”

The book by Ralph Lauren has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 656 people have provided feedback.
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